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Winner, Kirkus Prize for Non-Fiction, 2015 In the 150 years since the end of the Civil War and
the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, the story of race and America has remained a
brutally simple one, written on flesh: it is the story of the black body, exploited to create the
country's foundational wealth, violently segregated to unite a nation after a civil war, and,
today, still disproportionately threatened, locked up and killed in the streets. What is it like to
inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it? And how can America reckon with its
fraught racial history? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’ attempt to answer
those questions, presented in the form of a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his
son the story of his own awakening to the truth about history and race through a series of
revelatory experiences: immersion in nationalist mythology as a child; engagement with
history, poetry and love at Howard University; travels to Civil War battlefields and the South
Side of Chicago; a journey to France that reorients his sense of the world; and pilgrimages to
the homes of mothers whose children's lives have been taken as American plunder. Taken
together, these stories map a winding path towards a kind of liberation—a journey from fear and
confusion, to a full and honest understanding of the world as it is. Masterfully woven from
lyrical personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage,
Between the World and Me offers a powerful new framework for understanding America's
history and current crisis, and a transcendent vision for a way forward. Ta-Nehisi Coates is a
national correspondent for the Atlantic and the author of the memoir The Beautiful Struggle.
Coates has received the National Magazine Award, the Hillman Prize for Opinion and Analysis
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Journalism, and the George Polk Award for his Atlantic cover story 'The Case for Reparations'.
He lives in New York with his wife and son. ‘Coates offers this eloquent memoir as a letter to
his teenage son, bearing witness to his own experiences and conveying passionate hopes for
his son's life...this moving, potent testament might have been titled Black Lives Matter.’ Kirkus
Reviews ‘I’ve been wondering who might fill the intellectual void that plagued me after James
Baldwin died. Clearly it is Ta-Nehisi Coates. The language of Between the World and Me, like
Coates’ journey, is visceral, eloquent and beautifully redemptive. And its examination of the
hazards and hopes of black male life is as profound as it is revelatory. This is required
reading.’ Toni Morrison ‘Extraordinary...Ta-Nehisi Coates...writes an impassioned letter to his
teenage son—a letter both loving and full of a parent’s dread—counselling him on the history of
American violence against the black body, the young African-American’s extreme vulnerability
to wrongful arrest, police violence, and disproportionate incarceration.’ David Remnick, New
Yorker ‘A searing meditation on what it means to be black in America today...as compelling a
portrait of a father–son relationship as Martin Amis’s Experience or Geoffrey Wolff’s The
Duke of Deception.’ New York Times ‘Coates possesses a profoundly empathetic imagination
and a tough intellect...Coates speaks to America, but Australia has reason to listen.’ Monthly
‘Heartbreaking, confronting, it draws power from understatement in dealing with race in
America and the endless wrong-headed concept that whites are somehow entitled to subjugate
everyone else.’ Capital ‘In our current global landscape it’s an essential perspective,
regardless of your standpoint.’ Paperboy
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral
palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
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Described by Virginia Woolf herself as ‘easily the best of my books’, and by her husband
Leonard as a ‘masterpiece’, To the Lighthouse, first published in 1927, is one of the
milestones of Modernism. Set on the Isle of Skye, over a decade spanning the First World
War, the narrative centres on the Ramsay family, and is framed by Mrs Ramsay’s promise to
take a trip to the lighthouse the next day – a promise which isn’t to be fulfilled for a decade.
Flowing from character to character and from year to year, the novel paints a moving portrait of
love, loss and perception. Bearing all the hallmarks of Woolf’s prose, with her delicate
handling of the complexities of human relationships, To the Lighthouse has earned its
reputation – frequently appearing in lists of the best novels of the twentieth century, it has lost
not an iota of brilliance.
Can Little Horse find his place in the big world? After accidentally falling into a stream, Little
Horse fights the swift current that carries him farther and farther from the valley where he was
born. When he finally manages to scramble ashore, a giant bird swoops down on him. Little
Horse runs for cover in a forest of flowers only to have a giant paw pin him to the ground. But a
hand gently lifts him up and tucks him inside a warm cave-just like the cave he used to share
with his mother. This tender, fast-moving tale, written by master storyteller Betsy Byars and
enhanced by David McPhail's beguiling illustrations, is a true cliff-hanger.
The animals on a prairie wildlife refuge sense an approaching tornado and seek protection
before it touches down and destroys everything in its path.
The classic story about the power of words Donavan Allen doesn’t collect coins, comics, or
trading cards like most kids. He collects words—big words, little words, soft words, and silly
words. Whenever Donavan finds a new word, he writes it on a slip of paper and puts it in his
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word jar. But one day, Donavan discovers that his word jar is full. He can’t put any new words
in without taking some of the old words out—and he wants to keep all his words. Donavan
doesn’t know what to do, until a visit to his grandma provides him with the perfect solution.
War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted
for ereaders and devices and include a bonus link to the free audio book. “If everyone fought
for their own convictions there would be no war.” ? Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace War and
Peace is an epic novel by Leo Tolstoy that explores the lives on individuals during the time of
international conflict.
Somehow Jimmie Little must overcome his belief that terrible things are always about to
happen Jimmie Little was always the sensible one in the family. The rest of his aunts, uncles,
and cousins were always getting into ridiculous scrapes because of their bold, show-off
attitudes. But when he loses his father to a mining accident and his Uncle Pete to a frozen
river, everything changed. Jimmie is certain that everything he or anyone else in his family
does will lead to certain disaster. It was his family that made him fearful, so it might take his
family to help him find his confidence again. Goodbye, Chicken Little is a moving story of a boy
finding courage in himself and in his relatives. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Betsy Byars including rare images from the author’s personal collection.

From the depths of the sewers comes a monster so gargantuan that no fishbowl can
hold it Warren Otis wants to make horror films when he grows up. But as an eight-yearold boy, he has to settle for imagining movies instead of making them. He’s thought up
some real nightmares, including Bubbles, an innocent goldfish flushed down the toilet
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and exposed to a chemical that turned her into a one-ton monster. Warren’s life
sometimes feels like it’s a bad movie. He hasn’t seen his mom for three years, since
she’s a fugitive from the FBI. His grandmother’s cranky and his sister’s acting
mysterious. When things get too strange, Warren escapes into his imagination and
writes one more scene featuring Bubbles. But will he ever get a chance to share his
story with the people he loves? This ebook features an illustrated biography of Betsy
Byars including rare images from the author’s personal collection.
Betsy Byars brings one of today's most complex issues (spousal abuse) into
compassionate focus, while sending readers on a breakneck roller coaster ride. An ALA
Notable Book of the Year. Young Adult.
New York Times bestselling author Cora Carmack's young adult debut: Roar. In a land
ruled and shaped by violent magical storms, power lies with those who control them.
Aurora Pavan comes from one of the oldest Stormling families in existence. Long ago,
the ungifted pledged fealty and service to her family in exchange for safe haven, and a
kingdom was carved out from the wildlands and sustained by magic capable of
repelling the world’s deadliest foes. As the sole heir of Pavan, Aurora's been groomed
to be the perfect queen. She’s intelligent and brave and honorable. But she’s yet to
show any trace of the magic she’ll need to protect her people. To keep her secret and
save her crown, Aurora’s mother arranges for her to marry a dark and brooding
Stormling prince from another kingdom. At first, the prince seems like the perfect
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solution to all her problems. He’ll guarantee her spot as the next queen and be the
champion her people need to remain safe. But the more secrets Aurora uncovers about
him, the more a future with him frightens her. When she dons a disguise and sneaks
out of the palace one night to spy on him, she stumbles upon a black market dealing in
the very thing she lacks—storm magic. And the people selling it? They’re not
Stormlings. They’re storm hunters. Legend says that her ancestors first gained their
magic by facing a storm and stealing part of its essence. And when a handsome young
storm hunter reveals he was born without magic, but possesses it now, Aurora realizes
there’s a third option for her future besides ruin or marriage. She might not have magic
now, but she can steal it if she’s brave enough. Challenge a tempest. Survive it. And
you become its master. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A critically acclaimed historical novel by the author of the National Book Award-winning
novel Homeless Bird. When shy ten-year-old Lucy comes to live with her aunt and
uncle at their mission school, she's surprised at the number of harsh rules and
restrictions imposed on the children. Why, she wonders, should the Indians have to do
all the changing? And why is her aunt so strict with them? Then a girl called Raven runs
away in protest, and Lucy knows she must overcome her timidity and stand up to her
aunt—no matter what the consequences. With her trademark lyricism, spare prose, and
strong young heroine, award-winning author Gloria Whelan has once again taken a
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chapter from history and transformed it into gripping, accessible historical fiction that is
perfect for schools and classrooms, as well as for fans of Linda Sue Park and Louise
Erdrich.
This atmospheric and heartfelt story is one of Betsy Byars' best-loved classics. 'And
then, this afternoon,' Uncle Fred said to me, 'you and I'll go after the fox.' Tom, a town
boy, is horrified when his parents tell him he has to stay on Aunt Millie's farm while they
are away. He finds country life every bit as strange and uncomfortable as he feared.
But soon, he discovers a rare black fox with green eyes, living with her cubs in the
forest. Suddenly, the aummer is full of excitement. That is, until Uncle Fred decides to
go after the fox - will Tom save her and her family in time?
Ann Cameron's beloved and bestselling chapter book series about Julian, his brother
Huey, and his friend Gloria all begins right here! Julian has a big imagination. And he is
great at telling stories. He can make people—especially his younger brother,
Huey—believe just about anything. Like the story about the cats that come in the mail.
Or the fig leaves that make you grow tall if you eat them off the tree. But some stories
can lead to a heap of trouble, and that's exactly where Julian and Huey end up! This
book has been selected as a Common Core State Standards Text Exemplar (Grades
2–3, Stories) in Appendix B. "You have to go a long way these days to find a book that
leaves you feeling as happy as this one." —The New York Times "There's a glow here
that's hard to resist." —Booklist
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Bob was an average-looking collie puppy in every way, except for his bobbed tail . . .
and maybe that’s why the Brazier family named him Bob, or Bobbie. But he was
average in no other way. In 1923, Bobbie joined Frank and Elizabeth Brazier for a crosscountry drive from Silverton, Oregon, to Indiana, Frank’s home state, where they
planned to visit family. During a stop in Indiana, Bobbie was chased off by loose dogs,
and after a week of searching and placing newspaper ads, the broken-hearted Braziers
had to give up and start the drive home. Six months to the day after he was lost in
Indiana, a very thin Bobbie was spotted on a Silverton sidewalk, his coat matted, his
paws raw from wear. Unbelievable as it seemed, the three-year-old dog had WALKED
almost 2,800 miles to get back home. Though weak and tired, Bobbie went berserk with
joy when he was reunited with his family, and from that day, all of their lives changed. In
the weeks and months that followed, his story tore across the country in newspapers
and even in a hardcover collection of pet stories. He was the main attraction at an
Oregon home-builders convention in Portland, where thousands lined up to pet him,
and he starred in a short feature film. Also, the Braziers eventually heard from people
along Bobbie's homeward-bound route, places where he’d stopped long enough to
recoup, and then he was gone again. These stories verified their thinking. Bobbie had
done the impossible. When Bobbie died, he was buried in Portland, Oregon, by the
Oregon Humane Society. Rin Tin-Tin was there to lay a wreath at his funeral, which
was officiated by the mayor of Portland. This incredible story is all true, and the origins
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of Lassie Come Home are said to be traced to the story of Bob of Silverton, also known
as Bobbie, the Wonder Dog, a Scotch collie mix.
A modern Thanksgiving classic about an immigrant girl who comes to identify with the
story of the Pilgrims, as she seeks religious freedom and a home in a new land. Now
with a gorgeous new cover and lovely interior illustrations. As Molly nears her first
Thanksgiving in the New World, she doesn't find much to be thankful for. Her
classmates giggle at her accent and make fun of her unfamiliarity with American ways.
And Molly’s mother only makes things worse when she creates a doll for a school
Thanksgiving project that looks more like a Russian refugee than a New England
Pilgrim. But the tiny modern-day pilgrim just might help Molly to find a place for herself
in America. The touching story tells how recent immigrant Molly leads her third-grade
class to discover that it takes all kinds of pilgrims to make a Thanksgiving. Originally
published in 1983, Molly's Pilgrim inspired the 1986 Academy Award-winning live-action
short film. Don't miss acclaimed author Barbara Cohen's moving immigrant story, a
perennial Thanksgiving favorite in homes and classrooms, now with beautiful new art.
From Newbery Medal-winning author Betsy Byars comes a sweet, entertaining story that will
touch the heart of dog lovers at any age. A tornado appears in the distance, and the family
quickly gathers into the storm cellar. The storm rages outside, but Pete, the farmhand, knows
this is the perfect time to tell his stories about a dog named Tornado. Blown into their lives by a
twister when Pete was a boy, Tornado was no ordinary dog—he played card tricks, saved a
turtle’s life, and had a rivalry with the family cat. Forgetting their fear, the family hangs on
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every word of Pete’s stories—both happy and sad—of this remarkable dog.
NEW RELEASE! Alicia and Tom find a strange note hidden in the walls of Grandpa's hut. It
talks about a gate and a code to find it. They decide to look for it and discover Granpa's secret.
Mystery, codes, and a discovery that will change their lives forever. Do you think they will be
able to decipher the codes and find the gate? Click the BUY NOW BUTTON and find out. In
Search of the Secret Gate is a book full of action and mystery, perfect to encourage reading.
????? "Once I started it, I couldn't stop [. . .] I got into the story so much that I couldn't get out
of it until I finished [. . .] This mystery is something incredible that could only come from a mind
as imaginative as this author's." -- El Placer de la Lectura, the top Spanish digital literature
magazine with a community of over 2 million followers. It promotes love of nature and science,
curiosity and courage. Also available in Spanish (Title: En Busca de la Entrada Secreta) If you
like nature, mystery and science fiction you will like this book. Genres: * Action and adventure *
Science fiction & fantasy * Mysteries and detectives * Places and cultures * Explore the world *
Mysteries and wonders Shelve under: Mystery books for kids 9-12 Mystery books for young
adults Detective books kids Funny books for girls Funny books kids Mystery books for kids
8-10 Adventure books for boys Adventure books for girls Chapter books for kids age 9-12
Chapter books for kids age 8-10 Books for intermediate readers Books for reluctant readers
Solve riddles, solve puzzles, solve mysteries
Sir Alex Ferguson's compelling story is always honest and revealing he reflects on his
managerial career that embraced unprecedented European success for Aberdeen and 26
triumphant seasons with Manchester United. Sir Alex Ferguson's best-selling autobiography
has now been updated to offer reflections on events at Manchester United since his retirement
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as well as his teachings at the Harvard Business School, a night at the Oscars and a boat tour
round the Hebrides, where he passed unrecognised. The extra material adds fresh insights
and detail on his final years as United's manager. Both the psychology of management and the
detail of football strategy at the top level can be complex matters but no-one has explained
them in a more interesting and accessible way for the general reader than Sir Alex does here.
MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY is revealing, endlessly entertaining and above all inspirational.
Who is she? A dying king makes his son his heir--on one condition. Vain Prince Raphael must
marry a woman who is his equal in beauty, intelligence, and wealth... Where is this woman? A
search throughout the kingdom proves fruitless. Then the lovely Rosamund appears at the
palace, as if by magic, and Raphael is certain he has found his wife. She is intelligent and
wealthy, as well as beautiful--certainly his equal, he thinks. But what does the mysterious
Rosamund think? Two-time Newbery Medalist Katherine Patersons critically-acclaimed original
fairy tale about an arrogant prince and his search for a bride is now available in a reformatted
chapter book edition. With beautiful new line art by Curtis Woodbridge, this provocative story
with a contemporary social message (The New York Times Book Review) will become an
instant classic for newly independent readers. An entertaining and enchanting story.
When Kyle finds a young dog almost drowned in a heap of seaweed on the beach, he claims
the dog as his own and is happy for the first time in a while. He knows that his dog loves him,
but whenever they walk on the beach, the dog swims out to sea and doesn't come back until
Kyle calls and calls. Then one day, they run into an old man and it turns out that the dog may
not belong to Kyle alone.
A hilarious and moving story of old age, adventure, stolen jewels and swimming the Thames,
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from David Walliams, number one bestseller and fastest growing children’s author in the
country.
Henry Rush is spending the day at the Prairie Wildlife Refuge, determined to photograph a
prairie dog doing a back flip. But while he whatches and waites at the edge of prairie dog town,
he fails to notice the electricity humming through the air. Or the buffalo aniously pawing the
ground. Or the purple-blue cloud building over the prairie grass. A tornado is forming to the
west . And when the dark funnel touches down, it will wipe out everything in it's path...
The legend of Robin Hood is part fact and part fiction. Robin Hood lived in Bernsdale Forest
(adjoining Sherwood) early in the 14th centruy. His exploits were described in popular ballads
of which the meeting with John Little is one.

A young girl who loves Double Dutch is caught in the crossfire of the secrets she,
her best friend, and the school bullies are keeping in this emotional middle grade
novel. Delia loves Double Dutch more than just about anything, and she’s really
good at it—so good she and her teammates have a shot at winning the World
Double Dutch Championships. Delia would die if she couldn’t jump—but she’s
hiding something could keep her off the team next year. Delia’s friend Randy has
a secret too, one that has him lonely and scared. And while Delia and Randy
struggle to hide parts of themselves, their school is abuzz with rumors about what
malicious mischief the terrible Tolliver twins—who just may have a hidden agenda
of their own—are planning. Delia and Randy’s secrets collide on what should be
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the happiest day of Delia’s life, and the collision threatens to destroy their
friendship. Why can’t life be as easy for Delia as Double Dutch?
A tornado appears in the distance, and Pete, the farmhand, gathers everyone
into the storm cellar. While they wait for the storm to pass,he tells the family
about the dog dropped down by a tornado when Pete was a boy. Named
Tornado, Pete?s pet was no ordinary dog -- he played card tricks, saved a
turtle?s life, and had a rivalry with the family cat. By the time Pete tells all of
Tornado?s lively stories, the storm has passed, and another family has been
entertained by this very special dog.
'Are you there, Satan? It's me, Madison' Meet Madison, whip-tongued daughter
of a narcissistic film star and a billionaire, abandoned at a Swiss boarding school
over Christmas while her parents are off adopting more orphans. Madison dies of
a marijuana overdose and awakes to find herself in Hell, sharing her cell with a
motley crew of young sinners that's almost too good to be true. Welcome to the
afterlife as only Palahniuk could imagine it - he makes eternal torment, well,
simply divine.
Little Horse had never known the sky to be so black, the air so still. He heard the
big horses whinny again. Little Horse's fear grew. The adventures of Little Horse
continue as he makes his way back to the valley of little horses and his mother
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The storm sets Little Horse free from the fence holding him captive, free to do
what he has wanted to do since the day the river carried him around its bend and
away from his home-find his way back to the valley of the little horses and his
mother. But where should he turn, and how will he ever return home alive with all
of the obstacles facing him? Travel with Little Horse as he struggles against
unfriendly horses, a malicious bird, a pouncing cat, a smoky fire, and more to find
his way home.
When a tornado watch is issued one Tuesday evening in June, twelve-year-old
Dan Hatch and his best friend, Arthur, don't think much of it. But soon enough,
the wind begins to howl, and the lights and telephone stop working. Then the
emergency siren starts to wail. Dan, his baby brother, and Arthur have only
seconds to get to the basement before the monstrous twister is on top of them.
Little do they know that even if they do survive the storm, their ordeal will have
only just begun. ... Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children 1984
(NSTA/CBC) 1988 Maud Hart Lovelace Award (Minnesota) 1987 Prairie Pasque
Award (South Dakota) 1987 Sequoyah Children's Book Award (Oklahoma).
Young and orphaned, Tom Pippin has just been sold by his greedy uncle to the
captain of a great sailing ship bound for America. Although Tom has been sold
into slavery, no one can buy or sell his unwavering spirit. Tom longs to be free on
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the shores of America, but when a pirate's ship captures his boat, the young
boy's life changes forever. Pirate Captain Land and his motley crew of men
reveal to Tom all of the secrets—and dangers—of the pirate's life. Peter Burchard's
black and white drawings throughout illustrate Tom's journey.
TornadoHarperCollins
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to
make. Should she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves,
or leave it all behind to become a vampire? When you loved the one who was
killing you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when
doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had to give, how
could you not give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love
with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously
heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion
for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob
Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife have led her to the
ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join the dark but seductive
world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from
which the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated
conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this
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spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer
makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated
companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they
want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The
New York Times
Kristen Ciccarelli’s debut fantasy explores an intricately woven world of deception, inner
darkness, and dragons that fantasy fans won’t be able to resist. In the beginning, there was
the Namsara: the child of sky and spirit, who carried love and laughter wherever he went. But
where there is light, there must be darkness—and so there was also the Iskari. The child of
blood and moonlight. The destroyer. The death-bringer. These are the legends that Asha,
daughter of the king of Firgaard, has grown up learning in hushed whispers, drawn to the
forbidden figures of the past. But it isn’t until she becomes the fiercest, most feared dragon
slayer in the land that she takes on the role of the next Iskari—a lonely destiny that leaves her
feeling more like a weapon than a girl. Asha conquers each dragon and brings its head to the
king, but no kill can free her from the shackles that await at home: her betrothal to the cruel
commandant, a man who holds the truth about her nature in his palm. When she’s offered the
chance to gain her freedom in exchange for the life of the most powerful dragon in Firgaard,
she finds that there may be more truth to the ancient stories than she ever could have
expected. With the help of a secret friend—a slave boy from her betrothed’s household—Asha
must shed the layers of her Iskari bondage and open her heart to love, light, and a truth that
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has been kept from her.
A beloved chapter book full of adventure, mischief, and chocolate popsicles, from Newbery
Medal-winning author Betsy Byars! One Saturday, Jackson and his best pal, Goat, hide
treasures for each other to find with maps and clues—and it’s so much fun that the boys decide
to do it all over again. Only this time, the hunts will be trickier, and the prizes will be
outstanding. But somehow, the best treasure of all disappears from its hiding place. Only one
person could be responsible: the ogre, also known as Goat’s older sister, Rachel. Can the two
friends find the treasure before the ogre gets the last laugh?
As they wait out a tornado in their storm cellar, a family listens to their farmhand tell stories
about the dog that was blown into his life by another tornado when he was a boy.
Tippy Lemmey, the neighborhood dog, is a nuisance and sworn enemy to the local children,
but when Tippy gets in trouble, only Leanne, Paul, and Jeannie can help him.
Documents the lives of a wildly diverse group of young kids who miraculously unite as a team,
against the backdrop of a fading American town struggling to make a haven for its new
arrivals--refugees.
It is the first annual meeting of the WOOF Society. Dogs of all different backgrounds and
breeds have gathered together to listen to the diaries of twelve dogs from around the world and
throughout history. Abu is the ruler of ancient Egypt, but Miu, the Royal Cat, continues to
challenge him, except at night. Tidbit, born the runt of the litter, becomes a star singer at the
Grand Ole Opry. Jip leads his blinded master back home from the Civil War. Mimi, a dog living
in Paris, shares her tips on bathroom protocol and dinnertime etiquette. And eight more! Betsy
Byars and her daughters, Laurie Myers and Betsy Duffey, the trio who brought you MY DOG,
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MY HERO and THE SOS FILE, have pooled their talents once again to write on a subject they
love. DOG DIARIES is a collection of humorous and touching stories, complemented by Erik
Brooks' black-and-white illustrations, that will appeal to dog lovers of all ages.
What happened to the class hamster? Find out in this Edgar Award–winning mystery story with
some “delightfully comic twists” (Kirkus Reviews). When Junior brings home the classroom
hamster, Scooty, he decides to build the best hamster tunnel ever. But when Scooty goes
missing, all evidence points to Mud. Meanwhile, Mad Mary is missing, too—although her bag
and walking stick were found near the highway. When Mary later wakes up in the hospital, she
realizes that the Blossoms might just have provided her with the strength she needs to pull her
life back together. It’s anything but an ordinary weekend with the Blossoms! Perfect for young
dog lovers, this Edgar Award–winning Blossom Family title is a mysterious and touching finale
to the bestselling series by Newbery Medal-winning author Betsy Byars.
'My Hero' to Be Chosen: Eight finalists will compete tonight for the title My Hero. The winner
will wear the coveted gold Hero medal. These brave and courageous dogs will each appear
with their nominator who will tell their story. There's Smiley, who fought a giant bull. Bear used
his giant paws to save the life of another dog. Munchkin warned a gardener of a poisonous
snake about to strike. Old Dog helped find people buried under rubble after a tornado. Buster
pulled a baby carriage out of the path of a careening truck. Blue, who had never been known to
bark, used his voice to bring help to his wounded master. Dopey's constant barking saved the
life of a baby left in a sweltering car. Little Bit brought love and companionship to a nursing
home resident. In My Dog, My Hero each story is told in the unique, sometimes humorous, but
always compelling voice of the person whose life was changed by the heroic action of a very
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extraordinary dog. Betsy Byars and her daughters Betsy Duffey and Laurie Myers have joined
forces to create dog stories full of adventure and suspense. Loren Long's paintings capture the
heroic dignity of each of the dogs and heighten the drama of their special stories.
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